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Chapter 1

Context of Time

It’s not just the answer to the question Do you love me? that determines
the fate of two people. When the answer takes too long, even a positive response can induce negative emotions. Clearly, the length of the pause between
question and answer is internally tracked, and its duration will nuance or even
alter the literal meaning of the response. Just as timing plays a vital role in conversations and conveys more information than just “the passage of time”, it does
so in almost all areas of life. Whether it's the start of a race - when a sprinter
times the intervals between “ready” and “steady” to most optimally predict the
“go” - and that makes the difference between a silver or gold medal; the vital
decision when to switch attention in multitasking while driving in heavy traffic,
or checking your WhatsApp messages while not letting the pot of spaghetti boil
over. Timing is an essential feature of everyday life, from simple to complex
behavior, and is omnipresent. However unlike the steady rhythm of the second
hand of the clock that will jump again exactly one second later, our internal
sense of time is not at all constant and is prone to various biases that include
one’s internal emotional state (“that answer felt like it took forever”), external
pressure (disqualification of a game when moving before “the go”), or context
and prior experience (the “typing…” message in a WhatsApp group with one’s
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parents just takes an eternity after just having chatted with friends). The work
presented in this thesis focuses on the latter example, on how previous experience influences perception and will highlight that, indeed, context matters.
In this introduction, I will sketch the formal architecture that is shared
among the majority of interval timing theories, and how this architecture has
inspired the empirical and computational work presented in this thesis. Humans
are capable of accurately timing events in the milliseconds to minutes ranges in
an automatic and seemingly effortless manner. Nevertheless, accuracy in interval timing depends on many factors, ranging from factors that only change over
time-frames of years, months, or days such as aging, diseases, or use of drugs
(Malapani et al., 1998, Xu & Church, 2017, Paraskevoudi et al., 2018), to moment-to-moment fluctuations in someone’s state such as one’s level of arousal
(Lake et al., 2016), but is also affected by trial-specific aspects such as the context
and modality in which the to-be-timed interval is presented (Shi et al., 2013).
These latter biases are practically impossible to circumvent in the lab, as they
are inherent to the structure of the task that is used in timing studies. When
these biases are not the focus of study, their impact on the experimental results
is reduced by, for example, randomization or keeping the modality of the stimuli constant over the experiment. However, a large body of literature explicitly
focuses on these biases, and even though many phenomena have been uncovered, most of these phenomena are assumed to be driven by one of two different
underlying mechanisms (for a review, see Matthews & Meck, 2016, Section 2).
Clock-speed modulations describe deviations from objective time by assuming that
different conditions of an experimental design influence the speed of the internal clock, speeding up or slowing down the internal passage of time, whereas
memory modulations describe deviations from objective time by assuming that
traces of earlier experienced intervals influence the perception of the current
duration.
These modulations and biases have been explained in the context of a
large variety of theoretical frameworks. Although based on different conceptualizations, they all share three main components: a system that generates information that predictably changes over time in a similar fashion as a clock would
do, a memory system that stores old observations associated with the clock-like
system and links them to external events, and a decision system that compares
the values of the clock-like system to values stored in memory to allow for
decisions that are based on previously experienced durations. Irrespective of the
exact neural or functional implementation of such a clock-like system, these
components will allow any organism to time its actions or behavior.
The most prototypical of these types of models is the general class of pacemaker-accumulator models that provide an abstract framework that accounts
4
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for a multitude of timing phenomena. Again, it assumes that interval timing is
driven by the triad of components: the internal clock, a memory, and a decision
component. (Gibbon et al., 1984; Treisman, 1963). The clock component consists
of a pacemaker that continuously emits pulses, much like the second hand of
our mechanical clocks. Whenever the clock gets the signal that it should start
to time, these pulses are aggregated in the accumulator until a stop signal is
given. The total number of collected pulses, which provides an internal estimate
of the duration of the interval, is then passed on to the memory component.
Even though the memory component plays an important role, it is highly underspecified in the most prominent pacemaker-accumulator models. It is typically
assumed that the memory system is flawless, in that it accurately stores and retrieves any earlier experience, and as such does not account for any interference
or decay phenomena (c.f., Church, 2003, in which memory retrieval is operationalized as randomly retrieving an element from a perfect store, or Jones &
Wearden, 2003, in which memory is assumed to consist of a single slot in which
one previous experience can be flawlessly stored). When a current interval is
estimated by the clock system, the resulting accumulator value can be compared
to earlier experiences that were stored in the memory system, a process carried
out by a simple decision-rule that makes up the decision component. This approach, with relatively straightforward implementations for each of the modules, is reflected in the computational instantiation (Church, 2003; see also, Van
Rijn et al., 2014) of the most seminal pacemaker-accumulator model, the Scalar
Expectancy Theory (SET) model (Church et al., 1994; Gibbon et al., 1984). In
this framework, all components are implemented in “splendid isolation”, there
is no external world that can influence the clock, nor can any previous experiences influence the current perception of time. Yet, the general framework of
pacemaker-accumulator models has been widely used to explain modulations
of timing, three of which I will discuss in more detail below.
Firstly, many empirical studies have demonstrated that when attention is
distracted away from the timing process, for example by asking participants to
perform a secondary task during the “waiting period” of the reproduction of an
earlier perceived interval, the reproduced duration lengthens. In order to explain this phenomenon within the pacemaker-accumulator framework, it was
proposed that the transmission of pulses from the pacemaker to the accumulator
is mediated by an “attentional gate”, assuming that if attention is distracted from
timing, fewer of the emitted pulses reach the accumulator (Zakay, 2000). Interestingly, even though this theory is often described in relatively formal terms,
there has been no computational implementation that can predict how attention will affect timing in new, not yet observed situations, and alternative explanations to this theory have been proposed that do not require the
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introduction of an additional gate (Taatgen et al., 2007). Instead, Taatgen and
colleagues’ integrative-timing model assumes that the context in which timing
takes place should be taken into account, and that a number of phenomena
associated with the attentional gate can also be explained by assuming that under
high attentional-load, timers sometimes simply “forget” to check their internal
clock. In other words, it’s not that fewer pulses arrive at the accumulator, it’s
that the accumulator is not read out often enough. By implementing this notion
in a cognitive architecture, and thus allow for the integration of timing with
other cognitive processes, this model can predict when people will have sufficient slack time to check their internal clock. As this approach removes the
challenging requirement to formalize attention (e.g., Pashler, 1999), it can provide quantitative predictions about the subjective modulations of time when
timing is performed concurrently to another task. Importantly, this integrativetiming model still assumes a clock mechanism, with a pacemaker of which
pulses are stored in an accumulator, that is highly similar to the pacemakeraccumulator models.
Secondly, another well-known modulation of subjective time is associated with arousal, assuming that arousal influences the speed at which pulses are
emitted by the pacemaker. When an interval is perceived in a low-arousal context, the pacemaker is assumed to emit pulses at a relatively low pace. When
during reproduction the arousal level is increased, the pulses are emitted faster.
Thus, the accumulator will reach the same state as at the end of perception
earlier in objective time, ending the reproduction before it was due in objective
time. The inverse pattern of results is observed when the arousal manipulation
is presented just before the presentation of the interval that needs to be reproduced. This arousal-based modulation has been observed in a wide range of
arousal modulating conditions, ranging from very artificial, lab-based manipulations to manipulations that might be more reflective of real-world changes in
arousal. Examples of the former category are presentations of short bursts of
sounds at rapid rate (“click trains”, e.g., Penton-Voak et al., 1996; Wearden et
al., 1999; Wearden et al,. 2009; Wearden et al., 2017) or other psychophysiological stimuli such as bursts of white noise, visual flicker, or visual expansion
of circles (Wearden et al., 2017). Examples of the latter, more real-life manipulations include the presentation of emotional sounds just before (e.g., Lake et
al., 2017) or during (Halbertsma & Van Rijn, 2016) the intervals to arousalinducing still-images (e.g., Lui et al., 2011) or short video-clips (e.g., DroitVolet et al., 2011) just before the intervals. However, all these manipulations
assume to modulate arousal as a step-function: Participants are assumed to transition from a low-arousal state to a high arousal level by the presentation of
short clips or a brief presentation of an emotion-inducing photo. This type of
6
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presentation challenges the external validity of this manipulation, as in real life
arousal typically slowly increases and decreases over time. To test whether the
explanation of these arousal-based modulations hold in more realistic settings,
it is pertinent to continuously measure or modulate arousal while participants
perform a timing task, a requirement not easily met in the well-controlled, clinical nature of most laboratory settings. A potential way out of this impasse is to
modulate arousal by means of longer movie clips or feature-length movies (or
other paradigms that evoke gradual changes, e.g., by means of increasing core
body temperature, Van Maanen et al., 2019), and to present a timing task as
secondary task, either implicitly (cf., Brannon et al., 2008) or explicitly (cf.,
Christodoulou et al., 2019). In the latter study, we demonstrated the feasibility
of this approach, however, we also discuss that proper emotional manipulation
of arousal requires careful selection of stimuli and modifications to the default
experimental paradigms.
Thirdly, it is well-known that the process of converting external stimuli
into internal percepts is highly subjective as it is colored by earlier experiences.
For example, when having earlier perceived a stimulus of a certain brightness,
later stimuli will be perceived in relation to the earlier stimulus (e.g., Anderson
et al., 2014). The influence of earlier perceived stimuli on current perception
signals the pivotal role of a memory system in perception. Yet, the role of
memory is often only cursory discussed in psychophysiological theories. This
lack of focus on how earlier experiences are stored is even more notable as
Vierordt’s Law, one of the main “timing laws” (Lejeune & Wearden, 2009;
Vierodt, 1868), hinges on memory. When a participant is asked to reproduce a
just presented duration, and this duration is sampled out of a distribution of
which the participant has already seen numerous samples, the reproduced duration will regress towards the mean of the distribution: relatively long durations
will be underestimated, and short durations will be overestimated. This phenomenon is easily explained by assuming that earlier experiences interfere with
the current percept, resulting in a blended representation of the current duration (Lejeune & Wearden, 2009; Bausenhart et al., 2014; Gu & Meck, 2011;
Maaß et al., 2019b). In the last decades, a number of computational models
have been proposed to account for this effect. One type of models build upon
the existing SET framework in that a triad of processes is assumed, but with a
more refined memory system. An example of this type of model is the integrative-timing model as proposed by Taatgen, Van Rijn and Anderson (2007, see
also, Van Rijn & Taatgen 2008, and Taatgen & Van Rijn, 2011). This model
assumes that previous experiences of duration are stored in a general declarative
memory store, and are subject to the same kind of interference and decay processes as other psychophysiological quantities. Due to the individual traces being
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stored, this model can both account for Vierordt-like effects at an aggregated
level (i.e., when all trials are averaged), but also explain how an immediately
preceding trial exerts a stronger influence on the current percept than a trial
that was perceived longer ago. Other models, such as the Internal Reference
Model (Dyjas et al., 2012), focus even more strongly on just the memory component, and demonstrates that a Kalman-like filter is sufficient to explain typical
Vierordt effects (Bausenhart et al., 2014). A different approach, which has
gained a lot of traction in recent years, are models based on Bayesian observer
principles (Jazayeri & Shadlen, 2010; Shi et al., 2013, and see Massami & Landy,
2010 for a discussion of Jazayeri & Shadlen’s approach).
Bayesian observer models assume that the perception of a stimulus is the
integration of a noisy sensory estimate and the observer’s prior experience with
similar percepts (see Shi et al., 2013, for a review in the timing domain). This
integration is a function of the noisiness of the sensory estimate, with the outcome of the integration pulled more towards the prior experiences when the
estimate was noisy, than when the estimate was more precise. But also vice
versa, the stronger our assumptions to what we are to perceive, the more likely
we are to shape any incoming stimulus towards the expected percept. As such,
Bayesian observer models explain human perception by assuming that we have
implicit knowledge or experience with the accuracy of our own senses and use
information stored in memory to shape perception. Even though this process
modifies the incoming information, it optimizes behavior because the prior information dampens the consequences of noise during the perception of a single
event (Faisal et al., 2008), a mechanism even more relevant in noisy, real-world
settings (Van Rijn, 2018). The natural consequence of this integration process
is that the current perceived duration is biased by previously perceived durations, and thus any reproduced interval will demonstrate regression towards the
mean, yielding the Vierordt effect (Shi, et al, 2013).
The Bayesian revolution in the timing field was initiated by Jazayeri and
Shadlen’s (2010) influential paper in which they describe how these Bayesian
principles can be used to construct an elegant mathematical framework in which
an observer is assumed to reproduce a duration. Their model integrates the
perceived duration, represented as a distribution that can vary in noisiness (the
likelihood distribution), with a probability distribution (the prior) that represents the earlier observed durations. The multiplication of prior and likelihood
results in the posterior distribution of the internal representation of the perceived duration. The mean of this distribution (the Bayesian Least Square mapping rule in Jazayeri & Shadlen, 2010) is then taken as the internal estimate on
which the reproduced duration is based. The observed reproduced duration is
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a function of this estimation and a noise component reflecting various reproduction-noise sources.
Therefore, Bayesian observer models do not process the duration of the
stimulus in isolation, but instead assume that the context in which a duration is
presented matters. This mechanism will cause the same interval to be underestimated when presented alongside shorter intervals (e.g., when presented in a
temporal context of shorter intervals), while it will be overestimated when presented together with longer durations. When one duration is present in both of
these two contexts, and is underestimated in the one and overestimated in the
other, the context effect emerges. However, for such context effects to occur,
the observer needs to have constructed two distinct contexts. In Chapter 2, I
explore under what conditions distinct priors are constructed by evaluating the
influence of bottom-up (i.e., statistical properties of the stimulus material) and
top-down information (i.e., abstract knowledge about the experimental conditions) on the buildup of temporal priors.
Interestingly, even though the Bayesian observer model is often seen as a
timing model, it does not directly specify how the actual timing process takes
place, as it just assumes that the output of an otherwise unspecified internal clock
can be conceptualized as a likelihood distribution with a single parameter reflecting the width of this distribution: A noisy, imperfect clock, will yield a wide
likelihood, and a precise timing mechanism a narrow likelihood. Influences on
subjective time, as for example caused by manipulations of arousal or attention,
would in this framework result in either a shifted distribution (e.g., when the
clock is sped up, or when the attentional sharing results in a slower accumulation of temporal evidence), or a change in the width of the distribution (e.g.,
when the clock becomes more erratic), or a combination of both. Even though
such manipulations have not been explored in this framework, the hypothesized
interplay between clock and memory systems provide some interesting and testable hypotheses. For example, Bayesian observer models would assume that
when a manipulation increases clock noisiness, the prior information will exert
a larger influence, thus resulting in stronger central tendency effects.
The key mechanism in Bayesian observer models is the integration of the
percept, in our example the output of the clock, with the prior which represents
the memory component. In Jazayeri and Shadlen’s (2010) model, this integration
drives the difference between veridical and subjective timing, even though the
prior was assumed to be identical for all participants. However, memory functioning is unlikely to be constant over individuals (e.g., Just & Carpenter, 1992),
and thus a more refined model should take into account fluctuations of the
prior. In the asymptotic case of a complete lack of memory functioning, no
prior would be constructed, and thus each reproduction is predominantly
Context of Time
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driven by the likelihood function. But also in less asymptotic cases, memory
functioning is likely to influence how heavily the prior is weighted in comparison to the likelihood during integration, with poorer memory functioning presumably resulting in a smaller influence of the prior. As a consequence, memory
functioning is likely to be an as important component of deviations from veridical timing as the clock itself.
Even though the above discussed Bayesian observer models and other
models that emphasize the role of memory in timing processes clearly indicate
the need for studying what role deviations in memory functioning play in interval timing, most studies on subjective modulations of timing have focused
on the clock component. An example of such work, that is presented in the
context of Bayesian observer models, is on the influence of musical expertise
on timing: Cicchini et al. (2012) demonstrated that expert percussionists have
a higher temporal precision (i.e., a narrow likelihood, which is conceptualized
as the result of a more precise clock) than non-percussionists or non-musicians.
This difference in clock accuracy is hypothesized to be the mechanism explaining the reduced central tendency effects in expert percussionists compared to
the other groups. Given these populations, it is not surprising that modulations
in clock accuracy are hypothesized to be the main drivers of the observed empirical differences. But also in other populations has the clock been proposed as
the driving force of deviations of veridical timing. For example, pathological
distortions of time perception driven by changes in the clock have been discussed in clinical settings with respect to depression (Thoenes & Oberfeld,
2015; Mioni et al., 2016), attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD;
Noreika et al., 2013; Kerns et al., 2001), and as a potential cause for circumscribed symptoms in schizophrenia (Giersch et al., 2015). Even more interesting, the influence of neurodegenerative diseases on timing has also been
explained by fluctuations in clock accuracy (e.g., Parkinson’s disease: Pastor et
al., 1992; O'Boyle et al., 1996; Malapani et al., 1998; Mioni et al., 2018; Huntington’s disease: Wild-Wall 2008; Freeman 1996; Alzheimer’s disease: Rueda
& Schmitter-Edgecombe, 2009; Papagno et al., 2004; Carrasco et al., 2000),
even though affected memory functioning is clearly associated with these diseases. And even fluctuations in timing accuracy that are observed over the life
span in healthy individuals are typically explained by the notion that in healthy
aging the internal clock slows down (Paraskevoudi et al., 2018).
Even though this work has implicated the clock as the main driver of
temporal distortions, it is important to note that in the tasks that are typically
used, the memory component also potentially influences the observed behavior.
That is, the majority of these studies have focused on the precision of the internal clock using temporal reproduction or temporal discrimination tasks to
10
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derive a measure of internal clock precision such as the Weber fraction. However, all these tasks inherently entail the perception of an interval that needs to
be reproduced or compared, and thus require the involvement of the interval
stored in memory, making it impossible to obtain a precision estimate that is
free of the influence of memory processes. These tasks have been used to draw
conclusions about clock precision in (pre-)clinical populations that are associated with affected memory functioning in other domains (e.g., mild-cognitive
impairment or Alzheimer patients). Yet, when memory functioning has been
affected, this line of reasoning could easily lead to false conclusions regarding
the source of affected timing. It could well be that the hypothesized changes in
the clock in memory impaired populations are actually driven by changes in
quality of the memory representation or in changes of how clock and memory
processes are integrated. As such, it is pertinent to study whether and how the
build of a prior is formed and the influence it has in memory impaired patients.
As demonstrated by the Bayesian observer models it is difficult to dissect
the relative influence of clock and memory processes on performance, as both
processes are inherently intertwined. Bayesian observer models assume that the
noisiness of a perceived duration determines how strong earlier experiences influence the internal estimate of the presented duration: when an interval is perceived more noisily, it will be pulled more strongly towards an earlier
established reasonable expectation for that estimate. On the other hand, when
an interval is perceived very precisely, there is less need to take previous experiences into account. As such the noisiness of the clock partially determines the
influence of the memory component. Therefore, to study the influence of memory
functioning in interval timing reproduction tasks it is necessary to have an estimate of clock precision that is free of memory influences.
Even though it is impossible to completely rule out any influence of
memory on any task we ask participants to do, Chapter 3 discusses a task that
is designed to measure clock variance while reducing the influence of memory
processes. In the 1-Second Task that I introduce in this chapter participants are
asked to simply press a key one second after they are presented a cue-stimulus.
Importantly, there is no training session and participants are requested to not
use any heuristics to estimate the one second duration (e.g., silently uttering
“Mississippi”, or “one - one thousand”, “two - one thousand”, etc.). This
means that even though the internal representation of the one second duration
needs to be retrieved from memory, it is unlikely that during the task this wellencoded interval will be overwritten or modified by external input. Based on
these assumptions, the variability observed in the one second productions provide an estimate of just clock and motor noise.
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While Chapter 3 focused on assessing the variability of the clock while
controlling for memory functioning, Chapter 4 highlights the role of the
memory system in interval timing by addressing the impact of clinical memory
dysfunction on interval timing. In Chapter 4, I present data from patients diagnosed with mild-cognitive impairment, a state which is often seen as a precursor
to the development of Alzheimer’s disease. Interestingly, the data reported in
this chapter support the notion that behavior of memory-affected participants
is better described by assuming a stronger impact of previous experiences. Even
though these results might seem counterintuitive as it suggests that poorer
memory function leads to an increase of a memory-driven phenomenon such as
the central tendency effect, this effect was also observed in a control group of
healthy ageing participants when performance was analyzed as a function of
their memory performance. This effect was replicated in Chapter 5, in which
I report a validation of the effect in a healthy, yet aging memory subgroup.
All this work suggests that memory plays an important role in the empirical phenomena associated with timing. Yet, the most prominent Bayesian observer models of interval timing disregard memory as a potential explanatory
variable. In Chapter 6, I present an updated version of the Bayesian observer
models that acknowledges the variability of human memory processes and allows for assessing the relative role of clock variability and memory processes in
temporal performance. Instead of assuming a static memory representation, we
use a more realistic representation of the empirical prior by using a mixture of
distributions each representing a stimulus category. By fitting this model to the
data presented in Chapter 3 and 4, I demonstrate that the Mixture Log-Normal
Model provides the most sensible estimation of the shape of the prior and the
role of clock and motor noise in interval timing tasks. Furthermore, by applying
this model to a clinical sample I conclude that the Mixture Log-Normal Model
allows for a more accurate description of the mechanisms underlying behavior
of clinical and healthy aged populations.
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